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A Specially Selected List Of The Latest And Best Pieces Published.

BEN HUR CHARIOT RACE MARCH. (The Universal Favorite and great selling piece) E.T. Paull.

ELKS GRAND MARCH AND TWO STEP. (Composed by one of the best musicians and Pianists in America) Leo Wheat.

Andante con espressione. CUPID'S AWAKENING. Waltzes. (A beautiful dreamy set of Waltzes throughout) Danno Sintenis.

LA BANDA ROSSA. March Two Step. (A bright, brilliant and catchy piece) G. Peluso.


SUNSET MARCH. Two Step. (Easy to play, time well marked) E.G. Brown.


WELL STAND BY THE FLAG. March. (Piece has a good martial swing, very popular) E.T. Paull.

BY THE LAKES OF KILLARNEY. Song. (One of the prettiest ballads ever written) Annie B. O'Shea.

"IF YOU WERE ONLY BY MY SIDE." Song. (A beautiful song, magnificent Bell Effect in Chorus) E.T. Paull.

Copyrighted 1888 by E.T. Paull.
"Midnight Fire-Alarm."
Descriptive March-Galop.

Tempo di Galop.

Copyright MDCCCC by E. T. Paull.
Special Selection Of The Latest And Best Piano Pieces.

'AMERICA FOREVER MARCH.' (Every Piano player should have a copy.) by E.T. Paull.

"CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE." (Magnificent Piano Piece.) by E.T. Paull.

"N.Y. AND CONEY ISLAND BICYCLE MARCH." (Best Two Step Published.) by E.T. Paull.

"MARDI GRAS MARCH AND TWO STEP." (The Latest Success.) by W.A. Corey.

"QUEEN OF BEAUTY WALTZES." (Prettiest set of Waltzes published in years.) by O.M. Heineman.

"UNCLE JOSH'S HUSKIN DANCE." (The latest greatest novelty Published.) by Len O. de Witt.

"ICE PALACE MARCH." (Very Brilliant and showy.) by E.T. Paull.

"SWEET MEMORIES WALTZES." (Specially good set of Waltzes) by Herbert Clarke.

"DELLA FOX (Little Trooper) MARCH." (Galloping horses imitated in Bass Solo.) by W.D. Johnson.

THE CONQUEROR MARCH." (One of the best ever written.) by W.D. Corey.

Copyrighted 1898 by E.T. Paull.